Appendix A. Statistical model and patient parameter tables Linear Mixed Effect Model
The Linear Mixed Effect (LME) model represents an extended linear regression model for which subgroups exist within the data. Given an algorithm (e.g., DIR) and a metric (e.g., HD), there was one observed subfactor metric value per subject per fraction (of radiotherapy). The observed metric values were clustered within subjects (patients) and were thus correlated for a metric y ij denoting a parameter observation for patient i on treatment j via the following equation:
where Y ij = The LME model parameter a i = The patient-specific random effect a 0 = The group mean parameter of interest (e.g., mean Hausdorff distance) a 1 *M = The patient-specific fixed effect for modality parameter a 2 *j = The time (treatment order) sequence of fraction observations, accounting for possible time trend e ij = The random error term. Table 3 . Average metric evaluations for CTOR patients comparing manual contours against shadowed NIB propagated contours. 
